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Abstract
We present su.cient conditions for a regular multipartite graph to have a regular factor and
show that these are best possible.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered are 3nite, undirected and simple. For a graph G let n(G)=
|V (G)| denote the order of G and m(G)= |E(G)| denote the number of edges or
size of G. With d(x; G)=d(x) we denote the degree of a vertex x in G and write
d(X ) :=
∑
x∈X d(x) for X ⊂V (G). The minimum degree of G will be denoted by

(G). We call a graph regular or k-regular, if d(x; G)=k for all x∈V (G). For two
subsets X; Y ⊂V (G) let mG(X; Y ) denote the number of edges in G with one vertex in
X and the other in Y . If X ⊂V (G), we denote with G[X ] the subgraph of G induced
by the set X .
We call a graph G p-partite, if V (G) can be partitioned into p disjoint independent
sets V1; : : : ; Vp, meaning V (G)=V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vp and E(G[Vi])=∅. Note that G is p-partite
if the chromatic number of G, the amount of colours needed to properly colour the
vertices of G, is less or equal to p. If G is a p-partite graph with partition V1; : : : ; Vp,
then let always |V1|¿|V2|¿ · · ·¿|Vp| and label the vertices of part Vi as xi1; : : : ; xi|Vi|.
G is called equipartite, or p-equipartite, if there exists a partition V1; : : : ; Vp such that
‖Vi| − |Vj‖61 for all 16i; j6p. For integers p and n let Op(n) denote the complete
p-equipartite graph of order n. In the case n=pr we write Opr . If a subgraph is induced
by parts Vi; : : : ; Vj, we use the notation G[Vi; : : : ; Vj].
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With X ⊂V (G) we write G − X for G[V (G)\X ]. For S ⊂E(G) let G − S denote
the subgraph G′ with V (G′)=V (G) and E(G′)=E(G)\S. A k-factor of a graph G is
a k-regular spanning subgraph of G.
We use the notation 
ao to denote the smallest odd integer ¿ a.
The existence of factors, especially regular factors, has been given great attention
in the last decades. Early and profound results are the following Theorem of Petersen
[13] on regular factors in regular graphs and the Theorem of KGonig [11] on factors in
bipartite graphs.
Theorem 1 (Petersen [13]). Every graph G is decomposable into edge-disjoint
2-factors if and only if it is 2r-regular.
Theorem 2 (KGonig [11]). A bipartite and d-regular graph is decomposable into edge-
disjoint 1-factors.
Since then many authors have contributed to the theory of regular factors. The best
known results are probably the k-factor Theorem of Belck [3] and its generalization to
the f-factor Theorem by Tutte [16].
Theorem 3 (Belck [3], Tutte [16]). Let G be a graph of order n and let k be a non-
negative integer such that kn is even. G does not have a k-factor if and only if G
has a pair (X; Y ), called Tutte-pair, of disjoint subsets of V (G) with
k|X | − k|Y |+ d(Y; G − X )− qG(X; Y; k)6− 2: (1)
Here qG(X; Y; k) denotes the number of components U of G− (X ∪Y ), so-called odd
components, with mG(Y; V (U )) + k|V (U )| ≡ 1 (mod 2).
If there is no chance for misunderstanding, we will write just q instead of qG(X; Y; k).
Starting again with Petersen, researchers have looked for su.cient and necessary
conditions for a regular graph to have a regular factor, based on the knowledge of
further graph invariants. For example, the connectivity of the graph [9,14] and the edge-
connectivity [2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13] have been used to derive su.cient conditions for
the existence of regular factors in regular graphs. In 1998, Niessen and Randerath [12]
determined all quadruples (n; d; ; k) such that every simple d-regular graph of order
n and with edge-connectivity  has a k-factor. A byproduct of [12] is the following
theorem, which generalizes the work of Wallis on the existence of 1-factors in a regular
graph [18].
Theorem 4 (Niessen and Randerath [12]). Let n; d and k be integers with n¿d¿k
such that nd and nk are even. A d-regular graph of order n has a k-factor in the
following cases:
• d and k are even;
• d is even and k is odd and n¡2(d+ 1);
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• d and k are odd and n¡1 + (k + 2)(d+ 2);
• d is odd and k is even and n¡1 + (d− k + 2)(d+ 2).
In all other cases there exists a d-regular graph of order n without a k-factor.
For good overviews about factors in graphs see for example Akiyama and Kano [1]
or Volkmann [17].
If we have a d-regular p-partite graph, a high ratio d=(p − 1) indicates a certain
structure in our graph, in such a way that the existence of a k-factor seems likely.
The best ratio, for 3xed d, is achieved in the bipartite case where p=2. Theorem 2
tells us that a regular bipartite graph always has a k-factor for any k less than the
degree. As p increases we might lose more and more of that structure in our graph,
since p is only an upper estimate for the chromatic number (note that if the chromatic
number equals d + 1 we again have a well de3ned structure in our graph since it is
complete). Thus, we have to take more information into account, which will be the
order of the graph. We will then improve the conditions of Theorem 4 in case the
chromatic number of a graph is known. This will be presented in our main theorem,
Theorem 7.
The existence of k-factors in p-partite graphs has been examined before from a
di%erent point of view. Ho%man and Rodger [10] have worked with complete p-partite
graphs and derived Erdo˝s–Gallai type conditions for the existence of a k-factor.
Theorem 5 (Ho%man and Rodger [10]). Let p¿2, 16v16v26 · · ·6vp and k¿1 be
integers. The complete p-partite graph K(v1; : : : ; vp), with |Vi|=vi for each part, has
a k-factor if and only if
(1) k6
∑p−1
i=1 vi,
(2) k
∑p
i=1 vi is even, and
(3) k
∑p
i=s+1 vi62
∑
s+16i¡j6p vivj + k
∑s
i=1 vi,
where s= max{t|k6∑pi=t+1 vi}.
Theorem 5 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 6. Let p¿2, r¿1 and k¿1 be integers with kpr even and r(p − 1)¿k.
Then, Opr has a k-factor.
Before we state our main theorem we want to exclude some minor cases. Surely, a
d-regular graph of order n can only have a k-factor if both nd and nk are even. As
mentioned above, every graph of maximum degree d is at most (d+1)-partite. So for
the following sections we always assume nd and nk to be even as well as d+1¿p¿3.
The main theorem of our work is the following.
Theorem 7. Let d; p; n; k be integers with n¿d¿k¿1 and d+1¿p¿2 such that nd
and nk are even. Let d=s(p−1)+ t with integers s¿1 and 06t6p−2. A d-regular
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p-partite graph of order n has a k-factor in the following cases:
(i) p = 2; or if p¿3 and
(ii) d and k are even;
(iii) d is even, k is odd and
n¡


2(d+ s); s odd and t=0;
2(d+ s+ 2); s odd and t¿0;
2(d+ s+ 1); s even and t¡p− 2;
2(d+ s+ 3); s even and t=p− 2;
(iv) d and k are odd and
n¡1 +


(k + 2)(d+ s+ 1);
s odd and either t¡p− 2 or
t=p− 2 and ds¿k + 2;
(k + 2)(d+ s+ 1)− 2ds; s odd ; t=p− 2 and ds¡k + 2;
(k + 2)(d+ s); s even and d1¿k + 2;
(k + 2)(d+ s+ 2)− 2d1; s even and 06d1¡k + 2;
with
d1 := d− (k + 2)st + t − 1  and ds :=
{
d; s=1;
(d− (k + 2))=(s− 1); s¿1:
(v) d is odd, k is even and (iv) holds for k∗=d− k.
These conditions are best possible.
2. Properties of p-partite graphs
As we can see in Theorem 7, the conditions depend heavily on the ratio of d and
p− 1. To explain this we 3rst want to take a closer look at some p-partite graphs. It
is easy to see that for given integers n and p, the graph Op(n) contains the maximal
possible number of edges of all p-partite graphs with order n. This has been 3rst
recorded by TurMan [15]:
Lemma 8 (TurMan [15]). Let G be a p-partite graph with m(G)=m and n(G)=n.
Then
m6 m(Op(n))6
p− 1
2p
n2: (2)
We have equality on the left side, if and only if G is isomorphic to Op(n).
Let now X ⊂V (G). How many vertices does a component U of G − X at least
have, if we know the number of edges mG(V (U ); X )? The next Lemma provides an
answer for l6d− 1.
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Lemma 9. Let Ul be a p-partite graph for 06l6d − 1 such that
∑
x∈V (Ul) d(x)=
dn(Ul)− l. Then
n(Ul)¿w(l) :=
p
2(p− 1)
(
d+
√
d2 − 4lp− 1
p
)
(3)
Proof. We have 2m=nd− l. If we substitute this in (2), we get nd− l6(p− 1)=pn2
or −lp=(p− 1)6n2 − n(pd=(p− 1)). Solving this for n yields
n¿
p
2(p− 1)
(
d+
√
d2 − 4lp− 1
p
)
: (4)
A straight-forward calculation shows the following behaviour of w(l).
Lemma 10. w(l) is strictly decreasing in l and d¡w(0)− 1¡w(d− 1).
The graphs Ul will play an important role in our proof of the main theorem, where we
take a closer look at the odd components appearing in the k-factor Theorem, Theorem
3. Remember, those are components U of G−(X ∪Y ) for a Tutte-pair (X; Y ). Although
their order does not necessarily have to be odd, we will focus on components Ul of
odd order and thus make the following de3nition.
De'nition 11. We de9ne nl(p; d) := 
w(l)o. If p and d are known, we write nl in-
stead of nl(p; d).
Surely, n(Ul)¿nl if the order is odd. The next Lemma provides some properties of

w(l) and nl.
Lemma 12. Let d¿p¿3 be integers such that d=s(p− 1) + t with t6p− 2. Then
it holds for 06l6d− 1:
• 
w(d− 1)=d+ s=
{ 
w(0); t=0;

w(0) − 1; t¿0:
• for d ≡ s (mod 2) : nl=n0=d+ s+ 1, and
• for d ≡ s (mod 2):
◦ if d=s(p− 1) even: nd−1=n0, and
◦ in all other cases: nl=d+ s=

 n0; if l¡st + 

t 2
p ;
n0 − 2; if l¿st + 
 t 2p ;
with st + 
t 2=p6d− 2.
Proof. We have w(0)=p=(p− 1)d=d+ s+ t=(p− 1) and with Lemma 10 w(d− 1)
¿d+s−1, thus giving us the 3rst statement of the lemma. The second statement is an
immediate consequence of the 3rst. So let now d ≡ s(mod 2). The case t=0 can only
appear for d even and the statement follows directly. If t¿0, we get n0=d + s + 2
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and nd−1=d+ s. For which l does now w(l)¿d+ s hold? This question is equivalent
to
√
d2 − 4l(p− 1)=p¿2(d + s)(p− 1)=p − d. Rearranging yields l¡d(d + s) −
((p − 1)=p)(d + s)2=st + t 2=p. Since st + (t 2=p)¡st + t − 16d − s − 1, it follows
st + 
t 2=p6d− 2.
3. Special p-partite graphs
In the previous section we derived lower bounds for the order of graphs Ul. In this
section we are going to show whether these graphs can be constructed on nl vertices,
if the order of Ul is odd. We distinguish two cases based on the parity of d. In Case
1, d even, we will only be interested in d-regular graphs of odd order. In Case 2, d
odd, we only need to look at odd l as Ul cannot exist for l even and d odd.
3.1. Case 1: d is even
We are going to construct d-regular p-partite graphs U0 of minimal odd order.
From Lemma 9 we know n(U0)¿n0(p; d). Let d=s(p− 1) + t with t6p− 2. From
Lemma 12 we get
n0=


d+ s+ 1; if s is even;
d+ s; if s is odd and t=0;
d+ s+ 2; if s is odd with t¿0:
(5)
The bound in Lemma 9 was derived via the p-equipartite graph Op(n). So it is a
plausible assumption that we can construct the graphs U0 p-equipartite. We will di%er
between a couple of cases, depending on s. It should be pointed out that the graph U0
will be di%erent in each of these cases.
Case A, s even:
We start out with the graph Op(n0)=Op(d+s+1). With (5) we have n0=sp+(t+1)
and get
d(x; Op(n0))=
{
d; x∈V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vt+1;
d+ 1; x∈Vt+2 ∪ · · · ∪Vp:
All vertices in the 3rst t + 1 parts are of the desired degree.
Case A.1, t¡p− 2:
Let H :=G[Vt+2; : : : ; Vp]∼=Op−t−1s . Corollary 6 ensures the existence of a 1-factor F
in H . Then U0=Op(n0)− E(F) is as desired.
Case A.2, t=p− 2:
It is easy to see that n0 vertices do not su.ce. Since n0 + 2=(s+ 1)p+ 1, we get
for Op(n0 + 2),
d(x; Op(n0 + 2))=
{
d+ 1; x∈V1;
d+ 2; x∈V2 ∪ · · · ∪Vp:
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Fig. 1. The pathcovering P1.
We now 3nd the following pathcovering P1={P1; : : : ; Ps=2; P∗} in Op(n0+2), illustrated
in Fig. 1:
Pi : x12i−1x
2
2i−1 : : : x
p
2i−1x
p−1
2i x
p
2ix
p−2
2i : : : x
1
2i ; 16i6
s
2
;
P∗ : x1s+1 : : : x
p
s+1x
1
s+2:
With U0=Op(n0 + 2) − E(P1) we have a d-regular p-partite graph of odd order
n0 + 2.
Case B, s odd:
Case B.1, t=0:
Then n0=d+ s=sp. Consequently Op(n0)∼=Ops and is as such d-regular.
In the remaining cases we have t ≡ p (mod 2) and thus 16t6p−3. We start again
with Op(n0) and observe
d(x; Op(n0))=
{
d+ 1; x∈V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vt+2;
d+ 2; x∈Vt+3 ∪ · · · ∪Vp:
Case B.2, p¿5 and t6p− 5:
Let H1=G[V1; : : : ; Vt+2] and H2=G[Vt+3; : : : ; Vp]. We then have H1∼=Ot+2s+1 and
H2∼=Op−t−2s . With Corollary 6 there exists a 1-factor F1 in H1 and a 2-factor F2
in H2. Let U0=Op(n0)− E(F1)− E(F2).
Case B.3, p¿5 and t=p− 3:
We have one part, Vp, of order s and all remaining ones of order s + 1. Let
H1=G[V1; : : : ; Vp−3] and H2=G[Vp−2; Vp−1; Vp]. Then H1∼=Op−3s+1 has a 1-factor F1.
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Fig. 2. The pathcovering P2.
Fig. 3. The pathcovering P3.
In H2 we 3nd the pathcovering P2={P0; : : : ; Ps+1}, illustrated in Fig. 2:
Pi : x
p−2
i x
p
i x
p−1
i ; 16i6s;
Ps+1 : x
p−1
s+1 x
p−2
s+1 :
With U0=Op(n0)−E(F1)−E(P2), we realize the desired d-regular p-partite graph.
Case B.4, p=4:
In this case we have t=p − 3=1 and n0=4s + 3. Now Op(n0) has the following
pathcovering P3={P10 ; : : : ; P1(s−1)=2; P 21 ; : : : ; P 2(s−1)=2; P31 ; : : : ; P3(s−1)=2; P4; P5}, illustrated
in Fig. 3:
P1i : x
2
2i+1x
4
2i+1x
3
2i+1; 06i6
s− 1
2
; P4: x1s x
3
s+1;
P 2i : x
1
2i−1x
4
2ix
3
2i ; 16i6
s− 1
2
; P5: x1s+1x
2
s+1:
P3i : x
1
2ix
2
2i ; 16i6
s− 1
2
;
Deleting the edges of P3 in Op(n0) leads to the graph U0.
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This completes our discussion of the case d even. We summarize that it has always
been possible to construct a d-regular p-partite graph of odd order with n0 vertices
except for the case d=s(p−1)+p−2 with s even, where n0 +2 vertices are needed.
3.2. Case 2: d is odd
In this section we are going to construct graphs Ul with 16l6d − 2 odd. Ul will
be a p-partite graph of minimal odd order ¿nl with l vertices of degree d − 1 and
all remaining ones of degree d. We further require that there exists at least one part
Vi in Ul such that d(x; Ul)=d for all x∈Ul. This requirement will become important
when constructing d-regular p-partite graphs of minimum order to show the sharpness
of the conditions in Theorem 7. We leave it to the reader to show that such a part
exists in each of the constructed graphs Ul.
Some more terminology becomes necessary: A set S ⊂E of edges is called indepen-
dent, if no two edges in S are incident with a common vertex. The following lemma
enables us to determine the amount of independent edges in a graph.
Lemma 13. Let G be a graph of order n and minimum degree 
.
(a) (Dirac [6]) If n62
, then G has at least n=2 independent edges.
(b) (Erdo˝s and PMosa [7]) If n¿2
, then G has at least 
 independent edges.
Let us turn to the construction of Ul. From Lemma 12 we know
n0=
{
d+ s+ 1; s odd;
d+ s+ 2; s even:
We again distinguish two cases depending on s. Note that always 2s6d holds since
p¿3.
Case A, s odd:
Since d=s(p − 1) + t, we have t≡p (mod 2). We start with Op(n0) and get, as
n0=d+ s+ 1,
d(x; Op(n0))=
{
d; x∈V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vt+1;
d+ 1; x∈Vt+2 ∪ · · · ∪Vp:
Case A.1, t¡p− 2:
We have H :=G[Vt+2; : : : ; Vp]∼=Op−t−1s . Then, H has the connected 2-factor xt+21 xt+31
· · · xp1 xt+22 · · · xp2 xt+23 xps xt+21 . This factor has a pathcovering consisting of a path of length
2, without loss of generality xps−1x
t+2
s x
t+3
s , and (n(H)− 3)=2 paths of length 1. Deleting
the edges of this pathcovering in Op(n0) leads to the graph U1.
Consider now the subgraph U ∗ :=U1 − {xt+2s } − Vp of U1. With Lemma 13 we 3nd
(d− 1)=2 independent edges in U ∗. Deleting (l− 1)=2 of these edges in U1 then leads
to Ul.
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Fig. 4. The pathcovering P1.
Case A.2, t=p− 2 and l¡s: We need at least n0 + 2 vertices, so let us start with
Op(n0 + 2). We get
d(x; Op(n0 + 2))=
{
d+ 1; x∈V1;
d+ 2; x∈V2 ∪ · · · ∪Vp:
As in subcase A.2 of Case 1 we 3nd the pathcovering P1={P1; : : : ; P(s−1)=2; P∗} in
Op(n0 + 2), illustrated in Fig. 4:
Pi : x12i−1x
2
2i−1 : : : x
p
2i−1x
p−1
2i x
p
2ix
p−2
2i : : : x
1
2i ; 16i6
s− 1
2
;
P∗ : x1s x
2
s : : : x
p
s x
p−1
s+1 x
p
s+1x
1
s+2x
p−2
s+1 : : : x
1
s+1:
Obviously, U1=Op(n0 + 2)− E(P1). Now⋃
i∈{1;3;:::;s}
{xji xj+1i+1 : 16j6p− 2}∪ {xp−1i x1i+1}
denotes a set of (d+ 1)=2 independent edges in U1. Deleting (l− 1)=2 of these in U1
leads to Ul.
Case A.3, t=p − 2 and l¿s: Here we start with Op(n0) and are able to 3nd
|Vp|=s independent edges in G[Vp−1; Vp]. Deleting these edges leads to Us. If p¿4, then
H :=G[V1; : : : ; Vp−2]∼=Op−2s+1 and we 3nd (d− s)=2 independent edges in H . Deletion
of (l− s)=2 of these edges in Us leads to Ul.
If p=3, we cannot construct Ul with l¿s + 1 in such a way that there exists one
part Vi with all vertices of degree d. However, Ul with l¿s can be constructed on n0
vertices analogously as above, if we drop this extra condition.
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Case B, s even:
In this case t is odd and n0=d+ s+2. We start again with Op(n0) and get for the
degrees:
d(x; Op(n0))=
{
d+ 1; x∈V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vt+2;
d+ 2; x∈Vt+3 ∪ · · · ∪Vp:
We consider a couple of subcases, depending on t:
Case B.1, t=p− 2:
In this case, Op(n0) is (d + 1)-regular and p is odd. Let H1 :=G[{xij | 16i6p;
16j6s}] be the graph induced by the 3rst s vertices of each part Vi. Since
H1∼=Ops is of even order, there exists a 1-factor F1 in H1. Let H2 :=
G[{x1s+1; : : : ; xps+1}]. Since p is odd, we 3nd a factor F2 in H2 consisting of a path
of length 2 and (p− 3)=2 paths of length 1. Then U1 :=Op(n0) − E(F1) − E(F2) is
as desired.
Case B.2, t6p− 3 and p odd:
Since p is odd, p− (t+2) is even. We look at the induced subgraphs H1 and H2 of
Op(n0) de3ned as H1 :=G[V1; : : : ; Vt+2]∼=Ot+2s+1 and H2 :=G[Vt+3; : : : ; Vp]∼=Op−t−2s . We
have t¡p− 3 since t and p are odd. In H2 we 3nd a 2-factor F2. Analogous to Case
B.1 we 3nd a factor F consisting of a path of length 2 and (n(H1)− 3)=2 independent
edges in H1. Again U1 :=Op(n0)− E(F2)− E(F) is exactly as needed.
Case B.3, t6p− 3 and p even:
We de3ne the following subgraphs of Op(n0):
H1 := G[{xij | 16j6s; 16i6t + 2}];
H2 := G[Vt+3; : : : ; Vp];
P := G[{x1s+1; : : : ; xt+2s+1}]:
Now n(H1) and n(H2) are even and we 3nd a 1-factor F1 in H1 and a 2-factor F2 in
H2. In P we 3nd a factor F3 consisting of a path of length 2 and (t − 1)=2 independent
edges. Now U1 :=Op(n0)− E(F1)− E(F2)− E(F3) is as desired.
In all three cases B.1, B.2 and B.3 let without loss of generality x1s+1 be the vertex
of degree d − 1 in U1. De3ne U ∗ :=U1 − {x1s+1} − Vp. With Lemma 13 we always
3nd at least (d− 1)=2 independent edges in U ∗. Deleting (l− 1)=2 of these in U1
leads to Ul.
We have thus constructed components Ul of order at least n0 for all cases of s and
t, neglecting so far the statement of Lemma 12 that for s even and l¿ts + 
 t 2p o a
construction of Ul could be possible with n0 − 2 vertices. In Op(n0 − 2) we see the
following:
d(x; Op(n0 − 2))=
{
d− 1; x∈V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vt;
d; x∈Vt+1 ∪ · · · ∪Vp:
We already have t(s+ 1) vertices of degree d− 1 in Op(n0 − 2). Thus, the existence
of Ul with n0 − 2 vertices can only be expected for l¿t(s + 1)¿st + 
t 2=po. This
motivates the following de3nition.
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De'nition 14. For d odd, d=s(p− 1) + t with s even, de3ne l0 := (s+ 1)t.
We are now going to construct Ul with l¿l0 for t¡p − 3 and Ul0 for t=p − 2
(these will be needed in Case B.3 in the proof of Theorem 7). Our goal is to delete
% := (l − t(s + 1))=2 independent edges in the induced subgraph G[Vt+1; : : : ; Vp]
of Op(n0 − 2). For t6p− 3, let H2 :=G[Vt+1; : : : ; Vp−1]. Then H2∼=Op−t−1s is of even
order and contains a 1-factor consisting of s(p − t − 1)=2 edges. Since l6d − 2, we
have %¡s(p− t − 1)=2 and can delete % edges from the 1-factor to obtain our desired
graph Ul. For t=p − 2 there remains nothing to be done since then l=l0=st + t
and thus %=0.
4. Proof of the main theorem
We proceed in proving su.cient conditions for the existence of a k-factor in a
regular p-partite graph via two lemmata. In these we pick up the ideas of [12] and
[18] for further classifying the odd components appearing in the f-factor Theorem.
Lemma 15. Let d¿4 be even, d + 1¿p¿3 and G a d-regular p-partite graph. If
G, with n(G) even, does not have a k-factor for odd k, then
n(G)¿
{
2n0; s odd ; or s even and t¡p− 1;
2(n0 + 2); s even and t=p− 2;
with n0=
p=(p− 1)do as in De9nition 11.
Proof. Since G has a k-factor if and only if it has a (d−k)-factor, let 2k6d. We 3rst
consider the case that G is connected. Since G does not have a k-factor there exists a
Tutte-pair (X; Y ) by Theorem 3. Let W :=G− (X ∪Y ). We call an odd component U
of W an A-component, if
mG(V (U ); X ∪Y )¿d− k + 1: (6)
It is easy to see that mG(V (U ); X ∪Y ) is always even. Let a denote the number of
A-components. We note that G is at least 2-edge-connected since the edge-connectivity
of a d-regular graph is even if d is even. It follows:
mG(X ∪Y; V (W ))¿(d− k + 1)a+ 2(q− a)=2q+ a(d− k − 1): (7)
Since mG(X; Y )6min{d|X |−mG(X; V (W )); d|Y |−mG(Y; V (W ))}, we get 2mG(X; Y )6
d(|X |+ |Y |)− mG(X ∪Y; V (W )). With (1) and (7) this resolves to
(d− 2k)(|X | − |Y |)¿a(d− k − 1) + 2:
This implies d¿2k and hence we obtain |X | − |Y |¿a+ 1, leading with (1) to
q¿k(|X | − |Y |) + 2¿k(a+ 1) + 2: (8)
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By Lemma 9
|V (W )|¿(q− a)
w(d− k)+ a:
From Lemma 12 we get
n0 − 
w(d− k)6
{
2; if d¡s(p− 1) + (p− 2);
1; if d=s(p− 1) + (p− 2);
since in the second case s is even and thus n0=d+ s+ 1. Thus in the 3rst case
|V (W )|¿(q− a)(n0 − 2) + a; (9)
which yields
n(G) = |X |+ |Y |+ |V (W )|
(9)
¿ a+ 1 + (q− a)(n0 − 2) + a
(8)
¿ 2a+ 1 + (a(k − 1) + k + 2)(n0 − 2)
¿ 1 + (k + 2)(n0 − 2)
n0¿5
¿ 2n0: (10)
If d=s(p− 1)+ (p− 2), the proof follows the same pattern with (n0− 1) in place of
(n0 − 2) in (9). Since d¿8 for this case to occur (s and p have to be even), we can
use n0¿9 to get to the desired bound n(G)¿2(n0 + 2) in (10).
It remains the case that G is disconnected. Then G has at least two components G1
and G2 such that |V (G1)| ≡ |V (G2)|(mod 2). If |V (G1)| is odd, then G1 and G2 each
have at least n0 vertices for d¡s(p−1)+p−2 or n0+2 vertices for d=s(p−1)+p−2
as the last section showed. If |V (G1)| is even, our result follows from the connected
case for G1.
Lemma 16. Let d¿5 be odd, d + 1¿p¿3, and G be a d-regular p-partite graph.
Let d=s(p − 1) + t with s¿0 and 06t6p − 2. If G does not have a k-factor for
odd k¿1, then
n¿ 1 +


(k + 2)n0;
s odd and either t¡p− 2 or
t=p− 2 and ds¿k + 2;
(k + 2)(n0 + 2)− 2ds; s odd ; t=p− 2 and ds¡k + 2;
(k + 2)(n0 − 2); s even and d1¿k + 2;
(k + 2)n0 − 2d1; s even and 06d1¡k + 2;
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with
d1 := d− (k + 2)st + t − 1  and ds :=


d; s=1;
d− (k + 2)
s− 1 ; s¿1:
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that G is connected, otherwise we
look at one component of G without a k-factor. From Theorem 3 we get the existence
of a Tutte-pair (X; Y ) such that
k|X |+ (d− k)|Y | − q+ 26mG(X; Y ): (11)
We call an odd component U of W :=G − (X ∪Y ) an
• A-component, if mG(V (U ); X ∪Y )6d− 2 odd,
• B1-component, if mG(V (U ); X ∪Y )6d− 1 even,
• B2-component, if mG(V (U ); X ∪Y )¿d+ 1 even.
Let a; b1; b2 be the number of A-, B1- and B2-components, respectively. We further-
more call an odd component of W a B-component if it is either a B1- or a B2-component
and set b := b1 + b2.
This leads to the following bound:
mG(X ∪Y; V (W ))¿ (d+ 1)b2 + 2b1 + a+ (q− b− a)d
= b2 + qd− a(d− 1)− b1(d− 2): (12)
Every odd component U satis3es
mG(X; V (U )) = d|V (U )| − mG(Y; V (U ))− 2|E(U )|
≡ k|V (U )|+ mG(Y; V (U ))− 2|E(U )| ≡ 1 (mod 2):
This implies mG(X; V (U ))¿1 for each odd component U .
Since mG(Y; V (U )) + k|V (U )| ≡ 1(mod 2) for every B-component U , it holds
mG(Y; V (U ))¿1. This leads to
mG(X; Y )6d|X | − q; (13)
mG(X; Y )6d|Y | − b: (14)
Results (13) and (11) yield
(d− k)(|X | − |Y |)¿2; (15)
which gives us in particular |X |¿|Y |.
Using (14) together with (11) implies
q¿b+ 2 + k(|X | − |Y |): (16)
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As in the proof of Lemma 15, we have
2mG(X; Y )6d(|X |+ |Y |)− mG(X ∪Y; V (W )): (17)
With (17) and (11) we obtain
d(|X |+ |Y |)− mG(X ∪Y; V (W ))¿2k|X |+ 2(d− k)|Y | − 2q+ 4
⇒ (d− 2k)(|X | − |Y |)¿mG(X ∪Y; V (W ))− 2q+ 4
(12)⇒ (d− 2k)(|X | − |Y |)¿b2 + q(d− 2)− a(d− 1)− b1(d− 2) + 4
(16)⇒ d(1− k)(|X | − |Y |)¿(d− 1)b2 + 2d− a(d− 1)
⇒ a¿b2 + dd− 1(2 + (k − 1)(|X | − |Y |)): (18)
For the number of vertices of W we get
|V (W )|¿ a
w(d− 2)+ b1
w(d− 1)+ b2 + q
¿ a
w(d− 2) + 1+ b1(
w(d− 2) − 1) + b2 + q: (19)
We now consider the following cases:
Case 1, s odd and d6s(p − 1) + p − 3: Because of |X | − |Y |¿1, inequality (18)
implies a¿k + 2. We have n0=
w(d− 2)+ 1 with Lemma 12 and get
n(G) = |X |+ |Y |+ |V (W )|
(19)
¿ 1 + a(n0 − 1) + b1(n0 − 2) + b2 + q
(16)
¿ 1 + (k + 2)(n0 − 1) + k + 2
= 1 + (k + 2)n0:
Case 2, s odd and d=s(p− 1) + p− 2: In this case, we have to take greater care
since the last section showed that construction of Ul with l¡s is not possible on n0
vertices, whereas the construction Ul with l¿s is possible.
Case 2.1 ds¿k + 2: In this case we can proceed analogously to Case 1 and arrive
at
n(G)¿1 + (k + 2)n0:
Case 2.2 ds¡k + 2: Let * := |X | − |Y |¿1 and + := q− (b+ 2 + k*)¿0. Using this
together with (17) and (11) results in
a¿ b2 + *(k − 1) + 2 + +(d− 2) + *(k − 1) + 2d− 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: %
: (20)
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De3ne , := a− %. We observe that , is a non-negative real number. With Lemma 12
we have n0=
w(d− 2)+ 1¿d and get
n(G) = |X |+ |Y |+ |W |
¿ 2|Y |+ (n0 − 1)(a+ b1) + 2b2 + 2 + ++ *(k + 1)
¿ (n0 − 1)
[
b+ (*− 1)(k − 1)− 1 + +(d− 2) + 2 + *(k − 1)
d− 1 + ,
]
+ ++ (k + 1)(*− 3) + 2(b2 + d1 + |Y | − 1)
+ [1 + (k + 2)n0 + 2(k + 2− ds)]
¿ (d− 1)[b+ (*− 1)(k − 1) + ,+ +− 1] + k(2*− 3)− 1
+2(b2 + ds + |Y | − 1) + [1 + (k + 2)n0 + 2(k + 2− ds)]:
Consequently, n(G)¿1 + (k + 2)(n0 + 2)− 2ds=1 + (k + 2)n0 + 2(k + 2− ds) holds,
if LHS¿0 where LHS is de3ned as
LHS := (d− 1)[b+ (*− 1)(k − 1) + ,+ +− 1] + k(2*− 3)− 1
+2(b2 + ds + |Y | − 1):
Again we look at di%erent cases. We will be able to show either LHS¿0 or mG(X ∪Y;
A)6d. Here A denotes the vertex-set of the subgraph of G induced by all A-components
of W . In the latter case mG(X ∪Y; V (U ))¿s can hold for at most ds odd components
U . Thus the remaining q− ds odd components have at least n0 + 2 vertices. This will
give us |V (W )|¿dsn0 + (q− ds)(n0 + 2)¿(k + 2)(n0 + 2)− 2ds and 3nally
n(G)¿1 + (k + 2)(n0 + 2)− 2ds: (21)
We keep in mind that *¿1 and +; ,¿0.
Case 2.2.1, *=1: Then
LHS=(d− 1)[b+ ++ ,− 1]− k − 1 + 2(b1 + ds + |Y | − 1):
If |Y |=0, then |X |=1 and thus mG(X; V (W ))6d. For |Y |¿1
LHS¿ (d− 1)[b+ ++ ,− 1]− k − 1 + 2(b1 + ds)
¿ (d− 1)[b+ ++ ,− 1]− (k + 1)
¿ 0;
if b+ ++ ,¿2.
Let now b+ ++ ,¡2.
Case 2.2.1.1, 16,¡2; b + +=0: This case leads to the contradiction
q=k + 2¿a¿k + 3 and is thus not possible.
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Case 2.2.1.2, 06,¡1; b + +61: If b=+=0, then q=a=k + 2 and with (11) we
get d|Y |6mG(X; Y )6d|Y |: This yields
mG(X; V (W ))=mG(X ∪Y; V (W ))6d(|Y |+ 1)− d|Y |=d
and we are done.
If b+ +=1, then q=k + 3 and mG(X; Y )∈{d|Y | − 1; d|Y |}. If mG(X; Y )=d|Y | we are
done as above. With mG(X; Y )=d|Y | − 1 we get mG(X ∪Y; V (W ))6d + 2. If now
b=1 and U is the only B-component of W , we get mG(Y; U )¿1, mG(X;U )¿1 and
mG(X;A)6d and are done.
For b=0 we have mG(X; V (Ui))¿1 and mG(Y; V (Ui))=0 for all A-components Ui,
otherwise contradicting mG(X; Y )=d|Y |−1. Thus we have mG(X ∪Y;A)=mG(X;A)6
d+ 1. We are done as q=k + 3.
Case 2.2.2, *¿2, k¿3: In this case LHS¿(d− 1)(k − 2)+ k − 3=d(k − 2)− 1¿0
holds.
Case 2.2.3, *¿2, k=1 and |Y |¿1: We get
LHS¿(d− 1)[b+ ,+ +− 1]¿0;
if b + , + +¿1. For b=+=0 and 06,¡1 we have q=2 + *. With (11) we get
d|Y |6mG(X; Y )6d|Y |. As above this yields to mG(X ∪Y; V (W ))6d.
Case 2.2.4, *¿2, k=1 and |Y |=0: Then
LHS¿(d− 1)[b+ ,+ +− 1] + 2b2 + 2ds − 2¿0
holds, if either
(i) b+ ,+ +¿2 or
(ii) b+ ,+ +¿1 and b2 + ds¿1.
Since ds=0 cannot occur for k=1 , the only cases left are b+ +61 and 06,¡1.
Here we get
q=
{
2 + |X |; b+ +=0
3 + |X |; b+ +=1 ; a=
{
3; (b=0 and +=0) or (b1=1 and +=0)
4; (b=0 and +=1) or (b2=1 and +=0)
and
|X |+ |W |¿2|X |+ 3ns − 1¿1 + 3(n∗ − 2) + 6=1 + (k + 2)n∗;
if |X |¿4. For 16|X |63 and b+ +61 we always have mG(X;A)6d.
Case 3, s even and d1¿k+2: We still have a¿k+2. Since s is even, 36l06d−2
and Lemma 12 gives us n0=nd−2 + 2. Analogously to Case 1 we arrive at
n(G)¿1 + (k + 2)(n0 − 2):
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Case 4, s even and 06d16k +1: In this case we can proceed analogously to Case
2. Just look at nl0 instead of ns and d1 instead of ds. Again n0=nd−2 and we get
n(G)¿1 + (k + 2)n0 − 2d1:
This completes the proof of our Lemma.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let G be a d-regular p-partite graph with order n. As mentioned
above, the bipartite case follows from Theorem 2. So let p¿3.
Case A, d even: If k is even Theorem 1 ensures the existence of a k-factor. If k is
odd and G has a k-factor, Lemma 15 and Lemma 12 yield
n(G)¡


2(d+ s); s odd and t=0;
2(d+ s+ 2); s odd and t¿0;
2(d+ s+ 1); s even and t¡p− 2;
2(d+ s+ 3); s even and t=p− 2:
On the other hand we can construct a d-regular p-partite graph G(p; d) consisting of
two components U0 as de3ned in Paragraph 3.1. These are of odd order each and thus
G(p; d) cannot have a k-factor. Then n(G(p; d))=2n(U0)=2n0, or in the fourth case
n(G(p; d))=2(n0 + 2), sharpening our bound.
Case B, d odd: Let us 3rst consider k odd. If G has a k-factor we get with
Lemma 16
n¡1 +


(k + 2)n0;
s odd and either t¡p− 2 or
t=p− 2 and ds¿k + 2;
(k + 2)(n0 + 2)− 2ds; s odd; t=p− 2 and ds¡k + 2;
(k + 2)(n0 − 2); s even and d1¿k + 2;
(k + 2)n0 − 2d1; s even and 06d1¡k + 2;
with
d1 :=
⌊
d− (k + 2)
st + t − 1
⌋
and ds :=


d; s=1;⌊
d− (k + 2)
s− 1
⌋
; s¿1:
With Lemma 12 these bounds are identical to the ones in Theorem 7. On the other
hand look at the graph G(p; d; k) constructed as follows:
Case B.1, s odd and d¡s(p − 1) + p − 2: Take a vertex x, k + 1 copies of U1
and one Ud−(k+2) as constructed in Section 3.2. Connect all vertices of degree d − 1
in the components Ui to x with one edge. The resulting graph G(p; d; k) is d-regular
p-partite with order 1 + (k + 2)n0=1 + (k + 2)(d+ s+ 1).
Case B.2, s odd, d=s(p − 1) + p − 2 and ds¡k + 2: Take a vertex x, ds copies
of Us as well as k − ds + 1 copies of U1 and one copy of Ur with r :=d − sds −
k + ds − 1=d − ds(s − 1) − k − 1. These have all been constructed in Section 3.2.
Then 16r¡s and nr=n0 + 2. Join each vertex of degree d − 1 in a component Ui
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to x with an edge. The resulting graph G(p; d; k) is d-regular p-partite with order
1 + (k + 2)(n0 + 2)− 2ds=1 + (k + 2)(d+ s+ 3)− 2ds.
Note that this construction is possible even if p=3 since we only take Us as com-
ponents of G − x, which we were able to construct in the desired way.
Case B.3, s odd, d=s(p− 1) +p− 2 and ds¿k + 2: Then p¿4 and d¿s(k + 2).
Take k + 1 copies of Us and one copy of Ur with s6r=d − (k + 1)s6d − 2, as
constructed in Section 3.2. Join all vertices of degree d − 1 in the copies Ui with
one edge to x. Again the resulting graph G(p; d; k) is d-regular p-partite of order
1 + (k + 2)n0=1 + (k + 2)(d+ s+ 1).
Case B.4, s even and 06d16k+1: The construction of a d-regular p-partite graph
G(p; d; k) of order 1+ (k +2)n0− 2d1=1+ (k +2)(d+ s+2)− 2d1 runs analogously
to Case B.2 with U(st+t) instead of Us and d1 instead of ds.
Case B.5, s even and d1¿k +2: In this case t¡p− 3 and d¿(st+ t)(k +2) since
d; k and st + t are odd. The construction of a d-regular p-partite graph G(p; d; k) of
order 1+ (k +2)(n0− 2)=1+ (k +2)(d+ s) is accomplished analogously to Case B.3
with U(st+t) instead of Us and d1 instead of ds.
In all 3ve cases we have the Tutte-pair ({x}; ∅) in G(p; d; k). Thus, G(p; d; k) does
not have a k-factor and our bound is sharp.
If k is even, then d− k is odd and we can use the above case on d− k. Thus our
main theorem is shown.
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